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Identify Services/Activities that are MOST valuable to your district.
Early literacy interventions.
Bully prevention/school culture.
Literacy in core areas.
Special Education
Instructional Improvement
Technology Integration
Our special education consultants do an outstanding job and help not only
our special education teachers, but also our classroom instructors with
strategies to help make all students successful.
The RTI & MTSS process are key strategies that we need to continue to
grow.
I would like to see more services in the area of Low SES and poverty. I
believe our teachers and administrators would benefit from training in this
area.
curriculum assistance
help understanding and implementing Iowa core issues
navigating the political/legal changes for non-public schools in the state of
iowa
*** - special education services - ***
Special education consultation
Professional development on state initiatives
Iowa core
Rti
Media / speech / and hearing services
AEA content area supports
Counseling support services
Media services
1) Continue to focus on C4K- improving core instruction as part of a MTSS
2) Iowa Core- especially the characteristics of effective instruction (the
main way we are going to improve achievement is through improved
instruction)
3) Collaboration- PLC and teacher leadership
AEA in the "Trenches" - classroom presence
Broaden initiatives to include (Like MTSS) all districts
Professional Development opportunities: data analysis, strategies for
struggling learners and challenging behaviors
MTSS (across GPAEA), Special Ed. Consultation, asst. w/behaviors, asst.
w/goals, School district specific needs (small group)
1) Behavioral supports, training, and staff available to problem solve in
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classrooms/buildings.
2) Grade level-Preschool opportunities accross the AEA. Supports for
ECSE
our special edcuation population is huge and Matt Mitchell and Luann
Glaser provide priceless assistance. [Sped Tech Support]
Our assistance through the IS3 process has been exceptional
	
  
	
  

Identify Services/Activities that are, in your opinion, low priority or no
longer needed.
N/A - may need to think more about this one.
I believe the AEA is doing some great stuff and should continue with your
current offerings.
print shop is used less - especially if it is digital
That's a tough one.....
Can't think of any
Uncertain
Let me think about this... I need some time.
AEA only present in the office.
large group trainings
	
  
	
  

Please comment about the Advisory Group process.
I am really excited to be a part of this advisory group. I would like to have
had more time to discuss/participate. I also don't feel like I have a great
handle on the entire scope of what the AEA does.
It would be good for us to glance through some of the data that was
presented prior to the meeting. It might have helped with generating more
conversation. It might also be good to gather information from the buildings
in the district to bring to the advisory for local feedback.
It's always good to include opportunities for participant collaboration
around the meeting goals.
Thanks for inviting me and I look forward to helping in the process.
I appreciate being asked to be a part of this.
I hope you can continue to include someone from the non-public schools to
network with this group
Nice to have a good size group....
Makes it better
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More time for group discussions
Possible addition of virtual meetings in addition to real time meetings
I always appreciate of the opportunity to hear about the area's data and the
steps the AEA are planning to take as we move toward improved student
achievement.
Looks good. Looking forward to April.
New to process information or acronyms prior to meeting. Reviewed
previous agendas but some information would be helpful.
This process has been good- more people yet will help gain even more
insight
	
  

